
Send out documents for 
signing with specific signing 
orders and conditional routing

Ensure the highest level of security 
for your business with SignNow’s 
private e-signature solution

Customize your signing 
invites, emails and documents 
to reflect company branding

Track changes in your 
document with the audit log

Ensure documents are 
signed by the correct people 

Create fillable forms and 
reusable templates using the 
drag and drop wizard

Create and share templates & 
folders with teammates

Get in-person signatures on 
your tablet

SignNow’s API
Embed e-signature workflows into your custom apps or website. Check our ready-made integrations

SignNow has 
dramatically 
improved our 
business 
processes, saving 
us /me and money.

Crystal Proenza 
Vice President of 
Marketing, Colliers

Why customers choose Intuitive and easy to use interface
• Anyone can quickly and easily digitize their e-signature workflows.
• Save time on repetitive tasks with reusable templates, bulk sending, automated reminders and more.
• Native apps for iOS and Android are a quick and secure way to collect signatures while on the go.

Go beyond e-signatures
• Customize documents for each signer using conditional logic.
• Create roles and assign them to each signer for collecting signatures from the right people.
• Increase the productivity of your department withteams to collaborate on documents

Banking level security
• Court-admissible Audit Trails allow customers to know who signed their document and when.
• signNow’s private cloud solution is the right choice for government, healthcare and financial organizations.
• Customers can password-protect access to their documents and request a multi-level signer authentication.

Send documents for signing from the apps, websites and services you already know and use
• Hundreds of integrations with the CRMs and productivity apps you’re already using.
• Embed e-signature workflows into your custom app or website using the straightforward and powerful API.
• Detailed documentation, code examples and a diverse developer community will assist you with easily

integrating e-signatures into your workflows.

An e-signature solution worth the investment
Easy to use, fast to deploy, competitively priced

About SignNow:
SignNow is an enterprise e-signature solution designed to simplify the signing and managing of documents online. More than 12 million people 
are already using signNow to speed up document signing and reduce paperwork. The average satisfaction score among enterprise users is 9.56 
out of 10, which makes signNow the #1 solution for both large and small businesses.
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KEY FEATURES
Approve documents on any device, in seconds
Empower your customers to create their legally-binding e-
signature once, and instantly reuse it anytime they need to sign a 
document. They can draw or type their signature, or upload an 
image using their mobile device or desktop computer.

Make it easy for recipients to fill out and sign documents 
Customers can turn any document into an online fillable form by 
adding signature, date, text, initials, checkbox, and radio button 
fields. Connect fillable fields to a payment system to collect money 
for services. Automatically finalize values with calculated fields 
and create complex conditional logic, no coding necessary.

Optimize e-signature workflows with conditional logic
Collect e-signatures from signers with different roles in a single 
document. Apply conditional fields to make a field visible once its 
preset condition has been fulfilled.

Increase team productivity
signNow teams allow users to create, share and collaborate on 
documents and templates while instantly tracking their status 
within a single secure place. Team admins can also easily add and 
remove people from their teams.

Brand signature invites
Allow customers to reflect their company’s branding on 
notification emails sent to signers. They can easily customize 
signing links and guide signers to their company’s website after a 
document has been signed.

Sign and send documents offline
The signNow mobile app allows you to upload a document, add 
fillable fields and send it for signing even without an internet 
connection. Once a connection has been restored, all your 
documents will be synced.

Instantly track the status of documents
Stay in the loop on the status of your documents with email 
completion notifications and instant updates in the signNow 
dashboard. Once a document has been completed, you can 
download it along with a history of all changes or archive it where 
needed.

Important values and benefits
SignNow makes it easy to customize documents and agreements for signing, 
track signature completion in real-time and securely store signed documents.

 Simplify complex workflows
Arrange a signing order in a few simple steps for as
many signers as you need. Enable/disable document
forwarding, preset reminders and set expiration dates
and passwords for confidential documents.

 Work uninterrupted
signNow’s desktop solution is instantly synced with
the mobile app. Start editing documents at your office
and finish your work on a mobile device, even while
offline. All data is securely stored in the cloud.

 Delight customers
Automated guidance makes e-signing easy even for
inexperienced users. Label fields with short instructions for
extra clarity. If you preset fields as required, rest assured
that your document’s fields won’t be skipped by signers.

 Ensure data security and compliance Ensure that
your documents are signed, shared and stored with
industry-leading security standards. signNow fully
complies with HIPAA, SOC 2 Type II, PCI DSS, CCPA, 21 CFR
Part 11, and GDPR regulations.

More than 6 million 
users choose SignNow
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